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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
PRODUCING DATA CARRIERS EQUIPPED 
WITH AN INTEGRATED TRANSPONDER 

This application is a continuation of PCT/DE0l/0l380, 
?led Apr. 6, 2001. 

The invention relates to a method for producing data car 
riers equipped With integrated transponders, in Which the 
transponders are supplied in a transponder Web and are cov 
ered on one side With a label. The invention further relates to 
an apparatus for producing data carriers equipped With an 
integrated transponder, including apparatus for supplying a 
?rst Web of labels and apparatus for supplying a ?rst Web of 
transponders adjoining one another. 

Methods and apparatuses for the continuous production of 
self-adhesive labels equipped With transponders are knoWn 
from practice, in Which a ?rst Web of labels provided With an 
adhesive side is covered by a second Web of transponders, 
Which are supplied from an endless Web, and the resulting 
Web is covered With a double-sided adhesive on the side of the 
transponders facing aWay from the label. The knoWn method 
permits the production of large numbers and high operating 
speeds, but is afflicted with a series of inadequacies. A ?rst 
problem is that, in the case of the knoWn method, it is not 
possible to separate defective transponders during continuous 
operation. As a result, the production of defective labels 
occurs, Which is particularly disadvantageous When the labels 
have already been printed and personaliZed. The rejected 
goods have to be replaced by expensive reWorking. A further 
disadvantage is that the double-sided adhesive is also applied 
to those areas of the Webs Which represent trim per se or 
project beyond the transponder and stick in any case. A fur 
ther problem consists in the positioning effort in order to 
prevent one of the Webs running astray during continuous 
operation. In addition, When supplying an endless strip of 
double-sided adhesive, contamination in the plant occurs rap 
idly, in particular in the event of disruptions, Which lead to 
considerable doWntime and outlay on maintenance. In addi 
tion, subsequent cutting of the resulting Web is made more 
dif?cult because of the three layers Which are alWays pro 
vided. Finally, a further problem is that, because of inaccura 
cies in the positioning of the transponders, the packing den 
sity of the endless Web in Which the transponders are Wound 
up into a roll is loW. 

DE-A-l98 27 592 describes a device for producing labels 
Which are provided With transponders and in Which security 
elements Wound onto a supply roll, provided With an adhesive 
layer and arranged immediately adjacently on a protective 
?lm are transferred at a relatively great distance to a further 
protective ?lm by their adhesive side by means of a roll 
operating With a vacuum and, in a folloWing station, have an 
already separated label stuck over them. For this purpose, the 
continuous circumferential speed of the roll is matched to the 
conveying speed of the other protective ?lm. Disadvanta 
geous in the case of the knoWn device is, ?rstly, the fact that 
expulsion of defective security elements is not provided. In 
addition, the ?rst protective ?lm has to be Wound up. In 
addition, the security elements have to be ready-made With an 
adhesive layer in a preceding operating process and have to be 
separated. The adhesives employed are costly, so that 
increased costs result in the event of a defective security 
element. Furthermore, joining the security elements to the 
labels is carried out by the security elements already stuck 
onto the protective ?lm having an individual label stuck over 
them, Which leads to unfavorable tolerances. Overall, the 
already separated labels are dif?cult to handle. 
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2 
WO-A-99 00 784 describes a device for producing labels 

provided With transponders, in Which security elements 
Wound up on a supply roll, provided With an adhesive layer 
and arranged immediately adj acently on a protective ?lm at a 
relatively great distance are transferred to a further protective 
?lm by their adhesive side and, in a folloWing station, have an 
already separated label stuck over them. Although discon 
tinuous operation is possible, the latter requires complicated 
Web-edge control. Besides, the knoWn device at the same time 
has the disadvantages listed above. 
DE-A-l 97 22 327 describes a device for producing a mul 

tilayer label, Which provides a carrier Web provided With an 
adhesive layer on one side With portions of a coating Web that 
are draWn off from a supply roll, the separation of the portions 
from the coating Web being carried out by means of a cutting 
roll during the assembly or shortly before the assembly. Since 
the carrier Web is delivered at a preset speed, the separated 
portion in each case has to be accelerated to the speed of the 
carrier Web. In this Way, only comparatively loW delivery 
speeds are possible With still tolerable tolerance ?uctuations. 
Checking and elimination of faulty portions is not provided, 
as a result of Which faulty parts have to be separated out, With 
higher costs, only during the checking of the multilayer label. 

Also knoWn from practice is a method for producing cards 
equipped With a transponder, in Which the transponder is 
arranged in an intermediate layer of a plastic card blank and 
the plastic card is then produced by lamination. This method 
permits the production of a data carrier With a long lifetime, 
Which is barely sensitive to mechanical damage, but gives rise 
to high costs and, consequently, is not suitable for disposable 
applications. 

It is the object of the invention to provide a method for 
producing data carriers equipped With integrated transpon 
ders, in Which the transponders are supplied in a transponder 
Web and are covered on one side With a label, and an apparatus 
for producing data carriers equipped With an integrated tran 
sponder, including apparatus for supplying a ?rst Web of 
labels and apparatus for supplying a ?rst Web of transponders 
adjoining one another. The method and apparatus permit reli 
able and cost-effective production of data carriers equipped 
With an integrated transponder. 

In the case of the method, this object is achieved according 
to the invention in that the transponders are separated and 
aligned before being assembled With an associated label. In 
the case of the apparatus, this object is achieved, in that a 
joining station for cutting and separating the transponders 
from the transponder Web is provided, Which divides the 
transponders from the Web, separates them and transfers them 
individually to the label Web. 

Data carriers in the sense of the invention can be labels 
provided With an adhesive layer Which, for example, have a 
side Which can be Written on or printed on and Which are 
advantageously suitable for addressing items of mail or pro 
viding goods With Written labels. Furthermore, the data car 
riers can also be con?gured in the manner of cards or tickets 
Which are used Without being adhesively bonded, for example 
entry cards for a theater or cinema, bus tickets or else cus 
tomer cards in the manner of credit cards or employee cards 
Which, for example, at the same time check the legitimation of 
access into speci?c rooms in a company in a Wire-free man 
ner. 

The method according to the invention makes it possible to 
separate the transponders from a rolled-up transponder Web 
even before they are joined to the label Web, as a result of 
Which different dimensions of label and transponder can be 
combined With one another. In particular, it is possible to 
position the transponder at a predetermined location on the 
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associated label, for example centrally or in the region of one 
corner. The transponders can therefore be arranged closely 
adjacently on the transponder Web, as a result of Which the 
space available is used bene?cially. 
The label Web is preferably a single-sided adhesive paper 

Web. Alternatively, hoWever, a self-adhesive ?lm of plastic 
can also be used. In particular, the label Web considered is an 
already printed Web Which, for example, shoWs preprinted 
areas to be ?lled out or a product designation. 

Before being assembled With the label, the transponders 
are preferably checked for function, in order to prevent the 
joining of an unserviceable transponder to a label in good 
time. The result of the functional check decides Whether the 
transponder cut from the transponder Web some cycles later 
as the foremost transponder is fed to the label or is separated 
out as a poor part. In this Way, it is advantageously possible, 
very early in the value creation chain, to keep defective tran 
sponders from further processing. In particular if the data 
carriers are individualized or personalized in a special Way in 
such a Way that each data carrier is unique and does not have 
a duplicate, this ensures that it is not necessary to take con 
siderable trouble to replace error-afflicted data carriers pro 
vided With an integrated transponder. The transponders 
expelled can likeWise be supplied to post-processing, Which 
is generally no longer possible folloWing processing to form 
a ?nished label. 

It is possible to provide an intermediate cut before the 
separation of the transponder, With Which a portion of the 
transponder Web Which is provided betWeen tWo adjacent 
transponders is cut out of the transponder Web and supplied to 
the Waste container. The portion is carried aWay like a poor 
part and if a poor part is carried aWay, preferably Without 
being separated from the defective transponder. Providing an 
intermediate cut makes it possible to reduce the Weight of the 
data carriers as far as possible and, at the same time, also to 
process those transponder Webs Which have greater distances 
betWeen the transponders than absolutely necessary. 

For the production of the joint betWeen label and transpon 
der, the transponder Web is preferably supplied radially to a 
transfer roll, on Which the foremost transponder(s) is/ are held 
and the foremost transponder is cut to length from the tran 
sponder Web. Separating only the foremost transponder in 
each case ensures that the guidance of the transponder Web 
over pairs of rolls and the like remains unaffected by the 
cutting operation. For the separation, the transponder Web 
supplied is in each case stopped. 
The transfer roll is preferably designed as a holloW roll, to 

Whose inner side to some extent a positive pressure and to 
some extent a negative pressure is applied, the locally pre 
vailing pressure relationships being transferred via holes in 
the holloW roll to the transponder or the transponder strip 
resting on the holes. In particular, in this Way the foremost 
transponder is attracted against the holloW roll by the negative 
pressure acting through the holes and can carry out a pivoting 
movement of about 90° even Without a backing roll. 

In this Way, the foremost transponder separated from the 
transponder Web is displaced into a position in Which its 
leading edge is located substantially parallel to the course of 
the label Web, care being taken at the same time that the 
leading edge of the transponder is arranged at least at the same 
height at Which the transponder is to be applied to the label in 
an accurate position. For the purpose of contact betWeen label 
Web and transponder, a pressure roll is fed against the printed 
side of the label Web, in the direction of the holloW roll, so that 
the adhesive side of the label Web, facing the holloW roll, 
touches the front butt edge of the transponder and carries the 
latter With it during a subsequent displacement of the label 
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4 
Web. The pressure roll is displaced in the direction of the roll 
only until the transponder has been picked up from the holloW 
roll by the adhesive side of the label Web, Which prevents the 
adhesive side coming into contact With the holloW roll. 

In order to control the advance of the transponder Web 
precisely, the position of the transponder Web is preferably 
checked by using markings Which, if appropriate, are at the 
same time constituent parts of the transponder, for example 
optically or inductively in a position monitoring station. If, 
given a knoWn transponder spacing on the transponder Web, 
the position monitoring station is placed suf?ciently close to 
the transfer to the label Web, reproducible supply of the tran 
sponders With su?icient accuracy can be ensured. In the event 
of overshooting or undershooting the appropriately provided 
marking, provision is expediently made for the supply of the 
transponder strip to be corrected appropriately. LikeWise, 
markings can be provided on the label Web, even on the rear 
side, in order to ensure synchronization of the operating 
cycle. 

Preferably, in a further station folloWing the application of 
the transponder, a blank is separated from a double-sided 
adhesive Web and placed on the transponder, the double-sided 
adhesive covering at least the area of the transponder. It is 
possible to keep the area outside the transponder free of 
double-sided adhesive if this label area is designed to be 
adhesive in any case. HoWever, it is alternatively possible to 
provide an overlap of the double-sided adhesive, for example 
in order to increase the tolerances or to achieve a gradual 
transition in the thickness of the label formed With transpon 
ders. 

As a rule, the double-sided adhesive Will be supplied in an 
endless Web and from the latter, preferably in a cutting and 
transfer station, in each case only one blank Will be separated, 
Which is just required for the label guided past the station. 
This prevents an endless strip of double-sided adhesive hav 
ing to be brought together With the label in an operating 
station, Which is in particular therefore advantageous since, in 
the event of disruptions in the area of the cutting and transfer 
station With double-sided adhesive, considerable contamina 
tion of this operating station may put the latter out of opera 
tion permanently. 

Cutting the transponder from the transponder Web or the 
double-sided adhesive blank from the double-sided adhesive 
Web can be carried out With any desired cutting means, for 
example by means of a cutting roller, punch knife, laser and 
the like. Provision is preferably made in this case for the Web 
to be cut to be at a standstill during the cutting, it being 
possible for the standstill time to be very short. This results in 
the method for producing the labels formed With integrated 
transponders not being a continuous method but a cycled 
method, in Which the displacement of the label Web, on the 
one hand, of the foremost transponder separated from the 
transponder Web, on the other hand, and of the blank Which 
Was separated from the double-sided adhesive Web, is syn 
chronized. The method likeWise permits a high operating 
speed of far above 100 cycles or clock periods per minute. 

In order to permit the synchronization of the operations of 
joining the transponder to the label Web and the blank to the 
transponder, the station in Which the blank is cut off and 
applied is preferably designed such that it can be displaced in 
the direction of the label Web, so that in the event of label sizes 
or intervals betWeen the transponders on adjacent labels 
changing, the blanks can be applied in synchronism at the 
correct location, Without the entire rear side of the label 
having to be covered by a double-sided adhesive Web for this 
purpose. 
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According to a particularly preferred development of the 
invention, it is possible to laminate the label Web provided 
With transponders onto a substrate, it being possible for the 
joint to the substrate to be made optionally by means of the 
adhesive layer of the label Web projecting beyond the tran 
sponder, an additional adhesive layer of the type described 
above and/ or an adhesive layer arranged on the substrate. The 
substrate, Which preferably consists of board or plastic, per 
mits the creation of a data carrier Which is con?gured in the 
manner of a customer card, a bus ticket or a car park ticket, is 
con?gured in particular for only short-term use and likeWise 
has a transponder. 

The data carrier Web With integrated transponders pro 
duced by the method according to the invention has, as a 
particular innovation, the fact that it consists exclusively of 
labels With serviceable or functionally checked transponders, 
and that none of the data carriers has subsequently been 
detached from the continuous Web or inserted into the latter 
again. This makes it possible to arrange the data carriers on 
the data carrier Web very closely, in a space-saving manner, 
Without having to have any regard to the subsequent separa 
tion of data carriers With defective transponders. This advan 
tageously means that a high packing density of the data carrier 
Web produced is achieved. 

Further advantages and features of the invention emerge 
from the folloWing description and from the dependent 
claims. 

The invention Will be explained in more detail beloW by 
using a preferred exemplary embodiment and With reference 
to the attached draWings. 

FIG. 1 shoWs in schematic form a preferred sequence and 
construction of an apparatus according to the invention for 
producing self-adhesive labels. 

FIG. 2 shoWs the joining station from FIG. 1 at a later time 
in the operating cycle. 

FIG. 3 shoWs the joining station from FIG. 2 at a still later 
time in the operating cycle. 

FIG. 4 shoWs the joining station from FIG. 3 at a still later 
time in the operating cycle. 

FIG. 5 shoWs a perspective vieW of a detail of a modi?ed 
exemplary embodiment of the apparatus according to the 
invention. 

The apparatus for producing self-adhesive labels equipped 
With an integrated transponder, designated overall by refer 
ence symbol 1, comprises a ?rst roll 2, on Which an endless 
Web 5 of labels is Wound up, a second roll 3, on Which an 
endless Web 6 of transponders is Wound up, and a third roll 4, 
on Which an endless Web 7 of double-sided adhesive is Wound 
up. The endless label Web 5 is designed to be self-adhesive on 
its rear side and, in the roll 2, is provided With a protective ?lm 
8 of silicone, Which pulled off the label Web 5 and Wound up 
into a roll 9. The label Web 5 comprises a large number of 
optionally printed or unprinted labels, it being possible for the 
labels already to be individualized by the imprint provided, 
for example a photo, a number or the like. The label Web 5 is 
supplied over a de?ection roller 10 to a joining station, des 
ignated overall by reference symbol 11, Which Will be 
explained in more detail further beloW. In order to prevent 
inadvertent unWinding of the Web 2, further guide and de?ec 
tion rolls (not illustrated) are provided. In the present exem 
plary embodiment, the guide and de?ection rolls are as a rule 
driven in a knoWn manner, Without this being mentioned in 
each case. 

The joining station 11 is likeWise supplied With the endless 
transponder Web 6, Which is pulled off the roll 3 by means of 
a pair of guide rolls 12. The transponder Web 6 comprises a 
large number of transponders provided one after another on a 
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6 
plastic Web, in particular one made of polyester because of the 
bene?cial tensile strength of the material. The transponders 
have an antenna Web Which is formed on the plastic and 
Which, for example, can be connected by bonding to a micro 
chip likeWise arranged on the plastic, and then permits 
exchange of data Without contact With appropriately designed 
Writing and/or reading devices. The non-contact transponder 
technology as such is knoWn and therefore does not require 
any speci?c description. 

Before reaching the j oining station 1 1, the transponder Web 
6 passes a transponder testing device 13, in Which the tran 
sponders of the transponder Web 6 are checked individually 
for function. The transponder testing device 13 is expediently 
shielded in such a Way that it alWays checks only the tran 
sponder just located in the area of the testing device 13. The 
result of the test is transmitted to a controller (not illustrated) 
belonging to the apparatus 1, in order that possibly defective 
transponders can be separated out in the area of the joining 
station 11, as Will be explained in more detail further beloW. 

In addition, position monitoring devices 14 are provided in 
the area of the transponder Web 6, Which in the simplest case 
register the outermost conductor track of each transponder 
and therefore permit a statement about the accuracy of supply 
of the transponder Web 6. 
The joining station 11 comprises a holloW roll 15, Which is 

seated on a cylinder 16 such that it can be driven and to Which 
it is connected via holes 1511 in the holloW roll 15. The cylin 
der 16 is subdivided into tWo chambers 16a, 16b, of Which 
one 1611 has a negative pressure With respect to the ambient 
atmosphere and the other 16b has a positive pressure, for 
example via a vacuum pump (not illustrated). In the present 
case, the chambers 16a, 16b divide the cylinder 16 into 
halves, but can also, for example, be designed such that tWo 
thirds of the circumference of the cylinder is divided off With 
a negative pressure and one third With a positive pressure. 
The joining station 11 further comprises a cutting unit 17, 

Which can be driven by the controller to carry out a cutting 
movement and Which is driven in such a Way that, at an instant 
during Which the pulling-off movement of the transponder 
Web 6 is stopped, it cuts just one, namely the foremost, tran 
sponder 6a to length from the transponder Web 6. The cutting 
unit 17 can be designed as a cutting Wire, as a knife Which can 
be displaced transversely With respect to the transponder Web 
6, as a bar knife or else as a cutting laser or other cutting 
means. The portion 6a separated from the transponder Web 6, 
Which in the general case Will have a single transponder 6a, is 
held on the holloW roll 15 by the holes 1511 provided in the 
latter and the suction effect transmitted through said holes. It 
is therefore possible to supply the transponder 6a in an accu 
rate position and attitude to the label Web 5 guided past the 
holloW roll 15. 
The label Web 5 is guided past the holloW roll 15 With its 

adhesive side facing the latter. If, on the basis of the test in the 
transponder testing station 13, the transponder 611 about to be 
joined to the next label Was found to be serviceable, the 
separated transponder 6a is initially displaced by the holloW 
roll 15, as shoWn in FIGS. 2 to 4, in the direction of such a 
position in Which the end of the transponder 611 extends sub 
stantially parallel to the label Web 5. A pressure roll 19 
belonging to the joining station 11 is then displaced in the 
direction of the holloW roll 15 and has the effect that the end 
of the separated transponder 6a comes into contact With the 
adhesive surface of the label Web 5 facing said transponder, 
simultaneous rotation of the holloW roll 15 for support being 
possible but not absolutely necessary. HoWever, during rota 
tion of the holloW roll 15, it is already possible to advance the 
transponder Web 6 for the next step. The transponder 6a is 
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held by the adhesive side of the label Web 5 and, With the label 
Web 5, is led through the pair of rolls 19, 15, and a joint is 
produced betWeen the tWo aforementioned parts. Following 
this, the pressure roll 19 is pulled back again into its initial 
position shoWn in FIG. 1. 

If the controller reports that there is a defective transponder 
6a, on the basis of a fault message from the testing device 13, 
instead of triggering the pressure roll 19, the defective tran 
sponder 6a is rotated further through 180° together With the 
holloW roll 15, Where the pressure side of the cylinder 16 acts 
on the holes 1511 in the holloW roll 15 and throWs the tran 
sponder 6a to be separated out into a Waste vessel 20, Which 
is under a slight negative pressure. 
By checking the transponders before the separation, and 

selective driving of the joining station 11 on the basis of 
Whether the transponder 6a is to be joined to a label on the 
basis of the test result or is to be separated out, it is possible to 
join only serviceable transponders 6a to a label from the label 
Web 5 in each case, and therefore to prevent costly Waste 
production. 

It can be seen that the labels, at least in one direction, can 
have a substantially greater extent than the transponders. 
Separating a transponder 611 from the transponder Web 6 
makes it possible to arrange the transponder Web With a high 
packing density on the roll 3, Without having to match the 
spacings of the transponders in the transponder Web 6 to the 
length of the labels on the label Web 5. 

The label Web 5 provided With the transponders is supplied 
over a de?ection roller 21 to a further operating station 22, 
Which can be displaced on a carriage or the like in the direc 
tion of the movement of the Web 5, in order to be able to 
coordinate it cycle by cycle With the dimensions of the labels 
5 or of the transponders 6a and the transfer cycles of the 
transfer station 11. 

The operating station 22 is supplied With the double-sided 
adhesive Web 7 Which is Wound up on the roll 4. A ?rst 
protective ?lm 23 is pulled off doWnstream of a pair of driven 
guide rolls 24 and stored on a roll (not illustrated). From the 
double-sided adhesive Web 7, Which is provided on one side 
With a further carrier ?lm 25, in the area of the station 22 in 
each case a blank 7a is cut from by means of a cutting means 
designed as a cutting roller 27a and is stuck onto the side 
facing aWay from the label Web 5 of the transponder 6a 
adhering to the label 5. The blank 7a is in this case guided over 
a projection 27 oriented toWard the carrier ?lm 25, at the same 
time a pressure roll 26 pressing against the label Web 5 in such 
a Way that the blank 7a covers the transponder 611 on the label 
Web 5. 

It should be noted that the blank 7a is cut off the double 
sided adhesive Web 7 immediately before being applied. This 
ensures, ?rstly, that the cut once performed does not run 
astray again, because of the material consistency of the 
double-sided adhesive, and does not effect an undesired joint 
betWeen the blank 7a and the double-sided adhesive Web 7. 
Furthermore, it is ensured that, in the event of disruptions in 
the area of the operating station 22, only one blank 7a of the 
double-sided adhesive remains, as a result of Which the effort 
on maintenance and cleaning is correspondingly reduced. 
As it leaves the station 22, the carrier ?lm 25 is deposited 

on a storage roll 29 via a de?ection roll. The Web 30 produced 
on the basis of the operating steps described above and com 
prising self-adhesive data carriers With integrated transpon 
ders is covered on its adhesive side With a substrate, in the 
present case a protective ?lm 31 of silicone, Which is pulled 
off a roll 32, the resulting Web being smoothed in an equal 
iZing station 33. The Web 30 can be Wound up into a roll again 
Without any further functional testing. Provided in the equal 
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8 
iZing station 33 are punch units, indicated by reference sym 
bol 34, Which punch the label out of the Web 30 or at least 
begin to cut it to such an extent that the labels, Which can have 
any desired outer contour, can be detached easily from the 
protective ?lm 31. 

The method outlined above ensures that no defective tran 
sponders are incorporated into the data carrier Web 30 pro 
duced, Which Would entail complicated separation and cor 
rection and subsequent rejoining of the data carrier Web 30. 
The apparatus 1 operates in a cycled manner, that is to say 

during each cycleiassuming that there is a serviceable tran 
sponder 6a to be joined to the label Web 5ia label is guided 
into the area of the station 11 and there, if necessary, is 
positioned by means of small steps. For this purpose, the 
de?ection rolls can be driven. At the same time, in each case 
a blank 7a is applied to the label Web 5 in the station 22, the 
operating cycle of the apparatus 1 being synchroniZed for this 
purpose. Since very accurate positioning for the cut is 
required for punching out in the area of the equalizing station 
33, in order to control the synchroniZed advances of the Webs 
5, 6, 7 and 30, a printed image recognition means provided 
there can be used. 

FolloWing the equaliZation station, the data carrier Web 30 
can also be perforated and folded. 
The production of the data carrier Web 30 has been 

explained above using an exemplary embodiment in Which in 
each case a single transponder 6a Was applied to a label Web 
5. HoWever, it is also possible to supply a multiplicity of 
transponder Webs 6 parallel to one another to the joining 
station 11, the transponders 611 being pulled off an appropriate 
number of rolls 3 as Webs 6, and to apply the transponders 611 
as desired to a common or to tWo likewise parallel-guided 
label Webs 5, cf. FIG. 5. It has to be understood that, in the 
event of a defective transponder, the transponder Web 6 asso 
ciated With this is pulled forWard and separated on its oWn 
before it reaches the cutting unit 17 and is subsequently 
carried aWay into the Waste vessel 20, While for the transpon 
ders found to be serviceable, the transponder Webs 6 are 
stopped and are thus not advanced. The delays Which occur as 
a result in the parallel Webs 6 are small and impair the joining 
of the transponders 6 to the label Web 5, again proceeding in 
synchronism, either not at all or only to a negligible extent. 
LikeWise, an intermediate cut can be provided, in Which a 
portion in each case provided in the transponder Web 6 
betWeen tWo adjacent transponders is separated in the station 
11 and supplied to the Waste container 20. In the case of a 
plurality of parallel transponder Webs, this is expediently 
carried out simultaneously in each case. In the event of the 
simultaneous parallel production of a plurality of data carri 
ers, the joining is preferably carried out to a unitary label Web 
5, Which is cut longitudinally as required to form a plurality of 
data carrier Webs only in the area doWnstream of the equal 
iZing station 33 and after the edge has been stripped off. In 
addition, the double-sided adhesive blanks 7a are then pref 
erably supplied on a common carrier ?lm having a plurality of 
strips of double-sided adhesive if required. 

It is therefore advantageously possible to join a plurality of 
transponders 6a simultaneously to one or more label Webs 5 
in the joining station 11, the transponder Webs 6 supplied 
simultaneously at the cycle rate, and also the double-sided 
adhesive Webs 7, being driven synchronously. It has to be 
understood that, if appropriate, the means required above for 
a single data carrier Web 30 have to be provided many times 
in accordance With the number of Webs to be produced, but for 
this purpose, the joining station 11 is advantageously and 
cost-effectively needed only once. Up to 5 tracks are prefer 
ably provided for the simultaneous supply of transponder 
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Webs. In a corresponding Way, the apparatus 1 can be 
employed universally for small-format data carriers in just the 
same Way as for large-format data carriers. 
The invention has been explained above by using an exem 

plary embodiment in Which the data carriers produced are 
labels. Equally Well, hoWever, data carriers in the shape of 
cards in credit card format or in another format can be pro 
duced, by the resulting Web 30 being applied to an endless 
plastic or board Web as a substrate in a lamination station 
arranged upstream of the equalizing station 33. The adhesive 
joint can be produced by means of the double-sided adhesive 
blank 711 provided on the Web 30, but alternatively also by the 
adhesive excess area of the label 5 or by an adhesive surface 
of the substrate, Which means that the station 22 can be 
dispensed With. If a security adhesive is used, the card can be 
employed at loW costs as an identi?cation card or the like 
Which is safe against destruction. Likewise, the substrate can 
consist of paper. In the case of plastic cards, punching out the 
data carriers and subsequent stacking can folloW the equal 
iZation. The card produced in this Way is substantially more 
economical to produce than a laminated card. If, for example, 
board or paper is laminated, a data carrier equipped With a 
transponder Which is produced has a con?guration compa 
rable to a conventional ticket or label and can therefore be 
processed in all automatic machines designed for this purpose 
and, for example, processing rolls or continuously folded 
products. A preferred application for such a ticket is, for 
example, intelligent bus or subWay train tickets. A preferred 
application for a self-adhesive data carrier is, for example, 
cards to accompany items of mail or price labels in a super 
market. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A method for producing data carriers equipped With 

integrated transponders, comprising: 
(a) supplying the transponders in a transponder Web, 
(b) testing the transponders for function, separating and 

aligning them, 
(c) selectively expelling unserviceable transponders from 

production after the transponders are separated While the 
transponder Web is stopped; 

(d) immediately thereafter permanently assembling only 
remaining serviceable transponders With a correspond 
ing labels to become said data carriers; and 

(e) Wherein the testing step of the transponders and the 
assembling step of transponder and label are carried out 
substantially simultaneously. 

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the label is 
carried in a label Web, and Wherein a pressure roll presses the 
label Web in the direction of the transponder Which has been 
separated and Which is held in alignment With the label. 

3. The method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein every tran 
sponder is cut from the transponder Web, and Wherein the 
cutting step, the testing step and the assembling step are 
substantially carried out at the same time. 

4. The method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the transpon 
der Web comprises a plurality or adjacent transponders, 
Wherein each of said plurality of adjacent transponders is cut 
from the transponder Web, and Wherein each serviceable cut 
transponder is assembled With a corresponding label imme 
diately after the cut. 

5. The method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the testing 
step of the transponder and the assembling step of transpon 
der and label is provided in one apparatus, such that no 
re-assembly of the transponder Web is necessary responsive 
to the elimination of unserviceable transponders. 
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6. A method for producing data carriers equipped With 

integrated transponders, comprising assembling transpon 
ders With labels, the labels having one adhesive side, 

Wherein the transponders are supplied in a transponder 
Web, 

Wherein the transponder Web is supplied radially to a tran 
sponder roll on Which said transponder Web is held, 

Wherein the foremost transponder is cut from the transpon 
der Web, 

Wherein said foremost transponder is brought into align 
ment With the adhesive side of the label for subsequent 
assembly by a rotation of the roll Which is executed 
While the transponder Web stops, 

Wherein the labels are supplied in a label Web spaced from 
said transponder roll and Wherein an axially displace 
able pressure roll is arranged on a side of the label Web 
opposite the transponder roll and including moving said 
pressure roller to displace the label Web toWards the cut 
foremost transponder carried on said transponder roll 
such that the adhesive side of the label Web is caused to 
contact the foremost transponder, and 

Wherein the transponder roll is holloW and is provided With 
holes to connect the surface of the transponder roll With 
one of tWo chambers, the ?rst chamber providing a nega 
tive pressure to absorb a transponder and the second 
chamber providing a positive pressure to repel a tran 
sponder. 

7. The method as claimed in claim 6, Wherein the transpon 
der Web is provided With markings Which permit position 
monitoring and correction. 

8. The method as claimed in claim 6, Wherein, before being 
assembled With the label, the transponders are tested for 
function, and Wherein unserviceable transponders, after 
being separated, are expelled from the production by a rota 
tion of the roll. 

9. The method as claimed in claim 6, Wherein the label is 
carried in an a label Web, and Wherein a pressure roll presses 
the label Web .in the direction of the foremost transponder 
held into alignment on the roll such that an adhesive side of 
the label Web picks up the foremost transponder. 

10. The method as claimed in claim 6, Wherein a blank 
separated from a Web of double-sided adhesive is applied to at 
least the transponder adhering to the label. 

11. The method as claimed in claim 6, Wherein a controller 
is connected to drives assigned to displace at least the tran 
sponder Web, the roll and the label, and Wherein the transpon 
der Web, the roll and the label are driven in a cyclic manner 
and are synchronized by the controller. 

12. A method for producing data carriers equipped With 
integrated transponders, 

(a) supplying at least one label having one adhesive side in 
a label Web, 

(b) providing at least one axially movable pressure roll for 
feeding said at least one label by displacing said label 
Web from its normal path, 

(c) providing at least one transponder roll for supplying 
transponders, Wherein said label Web is supplied along a 
normal path that passes said transponder roll While 
maintaining a predetermined distance from said tran 
sponder roll, 

(d) displacing the pressure roll axially toWard the transpon 
der roll to thereby displace the label Web in a direction 
normal to its normal path toWard the transponder roll by 
said predetermined distance each time the transponder 
roll supplies a transponder such that the adhesive side of 
the label Web contacts, picks up and covers a corre 
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sponding transponder to assemble the label and the tran 
sponder. to become said data carrier. 

13. The method as claimed in claim 12, Wherein a tran 
sponder Web is supplied radially to the transponder roll on 
Which said transponder Web is held, and Wherein the foremost 
transponder is cut from the transponder Web. 

14. The method as claimed in claim 13, Wherein the tran 
sponder roll is provided With holes having one of a positive 
pressure and a negative pressure applied to the transponder 
roll for respectively attracting by suction and repelling the 
transponder Web. 

15. The method as claimed in claim 12, Wherein a blank 
separated from a Web of double-sided adhesive is applied to 
the transponder adhering to the label. 

16. The method as claimed in claim 15, Wherein the 
double-sided adhesive is supplied in an endless strip to a 
cutting and transfer Station, in Which the double-sided adhe 
sive covers the transponder and the label on its side facing 
aWay from a printed side of the label. 

17. The method as claimed in claim 12, Wherein the data 
carriers provided With the transponders are adhesively 
bonded to a substrate. 

18. The method as claimed in claim 17, Wherein the sub 
strate is supplied as a Web-like material to the label Web 
provided With the transponders. 

19. The method as claimed in claim 18, Wherein the Web 
like material is selected from the group comprising plastic, 
paper, board and silicone. 

20. The method as claimed in claim 12, Wherein the data 
carriers produced are at least partly separated from the data 
carrier Web by punching. 

21. The method as claimed in claim 12, Wherein the fore 
most transponder is cut on the roll from a transponder Web, 
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and Wherein holes in he roll apply one of a negative pressure 
for retaining the transponder and a positive pressure for repel 
ling the transponder. 

22. The method as claimed in claim 21, Wherein the tran 
sponder Web is provided With markings Which permit posi 
tion monitoring and correction. 

23. The method as claimed in claim 12, Wherein a control 
ler is connected to at least the roll and the pressure roller, 
Wherein the roll and the pressure roller are driven in an inter 
mitting manner to synchroniZe the label Web and the tran 
sponder to be assembled, and Wherein the pressure roll and 
the roll have opposite rotational directions. 

24. The method as claimed in claim 12, further comprising 
a testing unit for testing the transponders for function before 
being cut from the transponder Web, said testing unit being 
connected to a controller, Wherein the cutting unit comprises 
an expulsion device, comprising the further steps of using the 
controller to drive the expulsion device to expel the unser 
viceable transponder and using the cutting unit to cut the next 
transponder from the transponder Web When the controller 
detects an unserviceable transponder to be the foremost tran 
sponder such that every label is assembled With the required 
number of transponders. 

25. The method as claimed in claim 12, Wherein, before 
being assembled With the label, the transponders are tested for 
function, and Wherein unserviceable transponders., after 
being separated, are expelled from the production by a rota 
tion of the transponder roll. 

26. The method as claimed in claim 25, Wherein the tran 
sponder roll driven responsive to the result of the function test 
of a transponder individually expels unserviceable transpon 
ders from the production and feeds a serviceable transponder 
toWards assembly With an associated label. 

* * * * * 


